PIKE-A is required for prolactin-mediated STAT5a activation in mammary gland development
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PI 3-kinase enhancer A (PIKE-A) is critical for the activation of Akt signalling, and has an essential function in promoting cancer cell survival. However, its physiological functions are poorly understood. Here, we show that PIKE-A directly associates with both signal transducer and activator of transcription 5a (STAT5a) and prolactin (PRL) receptor, which is essential for PRL-provoked STAT5a activation and the subsequent gene transcription. Depletion of PIKE-A in HC11 epithelial cells diminished PRL-induced STAT5 activation and cyclin D1 expression, resulting in profoundly impaired cell proliferation in vitro. To confirm the function of PIKE-A in PRL signalling in vivo, we generated PIKE knockout (PIKE−/−) mice. PIKE−/− mice displayed a severe lactation defect that was characterized by enhanced apoptosis and impaired proliferation of mammary epithelial cells. At parturition, STAT5 activation and cyclin D1 expression were substantially reduced in the mammary epithelium of PIKE−/− mice. The defective mammary gland development in PIKE−/− mice was rescued by overexpression of a mammary-specific cyclin D1 transgene. These data establish a critical function for PIKE-A in mediating PRL functions.

Introduction

PI 3-kinase enhancer (PIKE) is a family of GTPases that regulate PI 3-kinase (PI3K)/Akt signalling pathway. It has three family members (PIKE-S, PIKE-L and PIKE-A), which are generated by differential transcription and alternative splicing of the gene CENTG1 (Chan and Ye, 2007). PIKE-S is a nuclear protein that enhances the kinase activity of PI3K and executes the anti-apoptotic function of NGF (Ye et al., 2000, 2002). In hippocampal neurons, PIKE-L binds to Homer, an adaptor protein known to link mGluR I to multiple intracellular targets including IP3 receptor. Activation of mGluR I enhances the formation of an mGluR I-Homer-PIKE-L complex, leading to activation of PI3K activity and prevention of neuronal apoptosis (Rong et al., 2003). Recently, we showed that PIKE-L exerted its neuroprotective action through inhibition of SET proteolytic cleavage by AEP, an asparagine endopeptidase (Liu et al., 2008). PIKE-L also binds to Unc5B and mediates the prosurvival effect of netrin 1 in neurons (Tang et al., 2008).

Although PIKE-S and -L associates with PI3K, PIKE-A interacts with Akt, but not PI3K (Ahn et al., 2004b). PIKE-A is co-amplified with CDK4 in human glioblastomas, which specifically binds to active Akt in a guanine nucleotide-dependent manner, and stimulates Akt-kinase activity (Ahn et al., 2004a). Human cancer cells with PIKE amplification are more resistant to apoptosis than those with normal PIKE copy number. Knockdown of PIKE-A diminishes Akt activity and, therefore, enhances apoptosis (Ahn et al., 2004a, c). We also reported that PIKE-A acted as a proto-oncogene, and promoted cell transformation through Akt activation (Liu et al., 2007). Indeed, overexpression of PIKE-A has been observed in a variety of tumours including prostate and breast cancers (Liu et al., 2007; Cai et al., 2009). These observations indicate that PIKE-A amplification promotes cancer cell growth by inhibiting apoptosis through stimulation of Akt.

Prolactin (PRL) is a pituitary hormone with numerous physiological functions (Ben-Jonathan et al., 2008). It provokes multiple signalling cascades including the Janus-kinase 2 (JAK2)/signal transducer and activator of transcription 5 (STAT5) (Hennighausen et al., 1997) and the Ras-MAPK (Erwin et al., 1995). Binding of PRL to its receptor (PRLR) leads to receptor dimerization and autophosphorylation of the receptor-associated JAK2 (Rui et al., 1994). JAK2 phosphorylates the PRLR, thereby creating docking sites for Src homology 2-domain proteins such as STAT5, Src, Fyn and Tec. Subsequently, Jak2 phosphorylates both STAT5 forms (STAT5a and STAT5b) and triggers the formation of STAT5 dimers, which translocate into the nucleus, tether to specific DNA sequence motifs and activate the transcription of target genes such as WAP, β-casein and cyclin D1 (Liu et al., 1997; Miyoishi et al., 2001; Brockman et al., 2002; Brockman and Schuler, 2005; Sakamoto et al., 2007). Among the many functions ascribed to PRL, its involvement in mammary gland development has been best characterized. Mammary gland development is a highly regulated process (Hennighausen and Robinson, 2001). The tissue begins to develop during embryogenesis as a rudimentary ductal system. Under the influence of systemic hormones at puberty, the ducts begin to expand into the surrounding fat pad. With repeated estrous cycles and during pregnancy, the complexity of the ductal system increases through the addition of side
branches (Brisken, 2002). The last stage of mammary gland morphogenesis, alveologenesis, is closely intertwined with the functional differentiation of the mammary epithelium called lactogenesis (Brisken and Rajaram, 2006). Lactogenesis contains two stages. Stage 1 begins at mid-pregnancy and involves increased expression of genes involved in the synthesis of different milk proteins such as β-casein, lactalbumin and WAP (whey acidic protein) (Neville et al, 2002), which are also transiently increased during the estrous cycles (Robinson et al, 1998). The second stage of lactogenesis occurs around parturition; expressions of milk protein genes are further increased and cytoplasmic lipid droplets and casein are moved to the alveolar lumen (Jensen et al, 2001; Neville and Morton, 2001). PRL exerts only minor effects on morphological changes that occur in the mammary gland during periparturial life, but it is heavily involved in lobuloalveolar differentiation, lactogenesis galactopoiesis (maintenance of milk secretion) and involution (a return to a nonlactating state) (Oakes et al, 2006).

In this report, we show that PIKE-A forms a complex with STAT5 and couples it to PRLR, which is regulated by PRL. Ablation of the PIKE gene cripples PRL/JAK2/STAT5 and Akt signalling leading to substantial apoptosis and defective epithelial cell proliferation in mammary gland at postpartum, resulting in underdeveloped lobuloalveolar network and failed lactation. Cyclin D1 expression is decreased in vitro and in vivo and forced Cyclin D1 expression in vivo can rescue these defects. Thus, PIKE-A is a critical factor in mediating PRL function during lactation by promoting mammary epithelial cell proliferation and differentiation.

Results

PIKE-A specifically interacts with STAT5a and PRLR
PIKE-A is overexpressed in breast cancer (Liu et al, 2007). Aberrant STAT activities highly correlate with breast cancer progression (Clevenger, 2004; Liu et al, 2007). These observations lead us to test whether PIKE-A directly interacts with STAT proteins. We conducted an immunoprecipitation assay from HEK293 cells that were co-transfected with mammalian GST-PIKE-A and various GFP-STAT proteins. Immunoblotting analysis revealed that GST-PIKE-A selectively interacted with STAT5a, but not STAT5b, STAT1 or GFP alone (Figure 1A). To determine which portion of PIKE-A associated with STAT5a, we conducted truncation assays. This deletion mapping experiment demonstrated that the N-terminal 1–72 residues in PIKE-A were necessary and sufficient for the interaction between PIKE-A and STAT5a (Figure 1B and C). We also examined the PIKE-A interaction domain in STAT5b by co-transfecting HEK293 cells with GFP-PIKE-A and different myc-tagged STAT5a truncations mutants (Figure 1D). PIKE-A strongly interacted with the C-terminal DNA-binding domain of STAT5a (Figure 1E). Weak but detectable interaction was also found between the trans-activation domain of STAT5a and PIKE-A. In contrast, we did not observe any interaction between PIKE-A and JAK2 (data not shown).

PRLR is one of the well-studied receptors that trigger STAT5a activation. We thus tested whether PIKE-A associated with the PRLR. We co-transfected HEK293 cells with GST-PIKE-A and different truncated constructs of mouse GFP-tagged PRLR intracellular domains (Figure 1F). We found that PIKE-A interacted with the C-terminus of the PRLR intracellular domain between a.a. 486–608 (Figure 1G). Moreover, this interaction is receptor specific, as PIKE-A does not associate with other STAT5-activating receptors such as the erythropoietin (EPO) receptor (Figure 1H).

PRL provokes the formation of PIKE-A/STAT5/PRLR complex
Binding of PRL to PRLR induces receptor dimerization and activation of JAK2 (Darnell et al, 1994; Schindler and Darnell, 1995), which subsequently phosphorylates STAT5 and triggers its dimerization and nuclear translocation (Ihle and Kerr, 1995). To determine whether the binding of STAT5 to PIKE-A is regulated by PRL, we treated mammary epithelial HC11 cells with PRL and monitored the interaction at various time points. Coimmunoprecipitation assays revealed that the tight association between PIKE-A and STAT5 was gradually disrupted by PRL in a time-dependent manner (Figure 2A, first panel). Concomitantly, the PIKE-A/PRLR association was initially increased (Figure 2A, second panel) and returned to basal level after 2 h (data not shown). Accordingly, phosphorylation of STAT5 was evident at 15 min, reached a maximal value at 30 min and partially decayed by 60 min after PRL stimulation. The PIKE-A/STAT5/PRLR binding was specific, as PIKE-A antibody, but not control IgG selectively pulled down STAT5 and PRLR from HC11 cells (Figure 2A, first and second panels). To determine whether phosphorylation of PRLR is necessary for PIKE-A/PRLR interaction, we pre-treated the PIKE-A-expressing HC11 cells with tyrosine-kinase inhibitor genistein, which blocked the PRLR phosphorylation by JAK2 on PRL treatment. The strong association of PIKE-A and PRLR in control cells was abolished in genistein-treated cells (Figure 2B), suggesting phosphorylation of PRLR is a prerequisite to PIKE-A docking. The PRLR/PIKE-A association was also abolished when HC11 cells were pre-treated with JAK2-specific inhibitor AG490 (Figure 2C, second panel), which further support the notion that PRLR phosphorylation is required for their interaction.

To test whether PIKE-A is essential for STAT5 activation induced by PRL, we depleted PIKE-A from HC11 epithelial cells using adenovirus-expressing-specific shRNAs. PRL elicited potent STAT5 activation in control adenovirus-infected cells, whereas STAT5 activation was completely abrogated in PIKE-A knockdown cells (Figure 2D, third panel). This reduction of STAT5 phosphorylation might be a result of disconnection between PRLR and STAT5 interaction as PRL failed to induce STAT5 docking to PRLR (Figure 2D, first panel). However, PRL-induced ERK phosphorylation was intact (Figure 2D, fifth panel), underscoring that PIKE-A selectively mediates STAT5 in PRL signalling.

Immunofluorescent staining revealed that co-transfected PIKE-A and STAT5 co-localized in the cytoplasm. PRL stimulation-provoked STAT5 nuclear translocation, whereas PIKE-A remained in the cytoplasm (Figure 2E). These data suggest a model in which PRL triggers the PIKE-A/STAT5 complex to bind PRLR. STAT5 is subsequently phosphorylated by Jak2, which provokes STAT5 to dissociate from PIKE-A and leads to its nuclear translocation.

Depletion of PIKE abolishes cyclin D1 expression and decreases epithelial cell growth
PIKE-A is essential for PRL-induced STAT5 phosphorylation, conceivably, depletion of PIKE-A might abolish STAT5-
PIKE-A interacts with STAT5a and PRLR. (A) PIKE-A specifically binds STAT5a. HEK293 cells were co-transfected with various GFP-STAT plasmids and mGST-PIKE-A. The GFP proteins were immunoprecipitated and the bound PIKE-A proteins were detected using anti-GST-HRP antibody (top panel). The expression of mGST-PIKE-A (middle panel) and different GFP-STAT proteins (bottom panels) were verified. (B) Diagrammatic representation of GST-PIKE truncation constructs. (C) PIKE-A N-terminus associates with STAT5a. In vitro mapping of PIKE-A domains that associate with STAT5a. Purified GST-tagged PIKE-A proteins were incubated with lysates of HEK293 cells transfected with GFP-STAT5a. The N-terminal end (1–72 a.a.) of PIKE-A, but not the C-terminal domain associates with STAT5a (middle panel). The GST-fused PIKE-A fragments (as indicated with asterisk) used in the in vitro binding were detected using anti-GST-HRP antibody (bottom panel). (D) Diagrammatic representation of myc-STAT5a truncation constructs. (E) STAT5a C-terminal associates with PIKE-A. HEK293 cells were co-transfected with GFP-PIKE-A and various deletion mutants of myc-STAT5a as shown in (D). The expressed STAT5a mutants were immunoprecipitated and the bound GFP-PIKE-A was detected using anti-GFP antibody (second panel). The expression of GFP-PIKE-A (third panel) and myc-STAT5a mutants (fourth panel) were also examined. (F) Diagrammatic representation of GFP-PRLR truncation constructs. (G) PIKE-A binds C-terminal PRLR intracellular-domain. HEK293 cells were co-transfected with mGST-PIKE-A and various deletion mutants of GFP-PRLR intracellular domains. The expressed PRLR mutants were immunoprecipitated and the bound mGST-PIKE-A was detected using anti-GST-HRP antibody (top panel). The expression of mGST-PIKE-A (bottom panel) and GFP-PRLR mutants (middle panel, indicated with asterisk) were also examined. (H) PIKE-A does not interact with other STAT5a-associated cytokine receptor. HEK293 cells were transfected with mouse EPO receptor (EPOR) plasmid and various GFP constructs as indicated. After 24 h of serum starvation, the transfected cells were stimulated with 3 ng/ml EPO for 15 min. The GFP-tagged proteins were immunoprecipitated and the associated EPOR was examined by using anti-EPOR antibody (top panel). The expression of EPOR (middle panel) and GFP-tagged proteins (bottom panel) were also verified.
induced gene transcription. Cyclin D1 is a downstream target of PRL signalling, and transcriptional expression and post-translational modification are mediated through PRL-provoked JAK2/STAT5, Ras/MAP kinase and PI3K/Akt signalling cascades (Fantl et al., 1995; Sicinski et al., 1995).

PRL activates the cyclin D1 promoter via the JAK2/STAT pathway (Brockman et al., 2002). To explore whether PIKE-A regulates cyclin D1 transcription, we conducted a luciferase assay with construct containing GAS sites (g-interferon activation sites) isolated from the cyclin D1 promoter (Brockman et al., 2002). PRL stimulated the activation of cyclin D1 promoter in control HC11 cells, but not PIKE-A-ablated cells (Figure 3A). Immunoblotting analysis further showed that expression of cyclin D1 was significantly diminished in PIKE-A-depleted HC11 cells (Figure 3B), confirming the observation made using the luciferase assay. As depletion of cyclin D1 in mice leads to impaired mammary epithelial proliferation (Sicinski et al., 1995), we assessed the effect of PIKE-A depletion on cell growth. Cell proliferation assays revealed that depletion of PIKE-A in HC11 cells substantially diminished cell growth (Figure 3C). These findings indicate that PIKE-A is indispensable for cyclin D1 expression and mammary epithelial cell proliferation.

PIKE-A in mammary gland development

PIKE-A is essential for PRL-induced STAT5a activation and consequential gene transcription. To study the physiological...
functions of PIKE-A on STAT5 function, we generated PIKE−/− mice (Supplementary data; Supplementary Figure 1). As PRL signalling has a critical function in alveologenesis and lactogenic differentiation during mammary gland development (Ormandy et al., 1997), we focused on the function of PIKE-A in mammary gland function. To determine the effect of PIKE ablation on mammary gland development, we examined the histology of mammary glands from PIKE−/− mice. Whole-mount analysis of mammary glands showed that PIKE−/− virgin females completed normal ductal development. In age-matched PIKE−/− and wild-type females, formation of the mammary gland anlage, elongation, extension of the ductal tree and ductal side branching were similar (Figure 4A, first panel), indicating that normal development occurs before pregnancy. Pregnancy hormones induced comparable proliferation of ductal epithelium and sprouting of alveolar buds in early, mid and late pregnancy (7.5, 13.5 and 18.5 days post-coitus (dpc)) in both wild-type and PIKE−/− mice (Figure 4A, second to fourth panels). At postpartum, fully developed lobuloalveolar structures and dilated primary ducts were evident in wild-type mice; however, the expansion of the alveolar buds into mature lobuloalveolar mammary structures was significantly attenuated in PIKE−/− females (Figure 4A, fifth panel). Histological analysis of sectioned specimens confirmed that the lobuloalveolar development in wild-type and PIKE−/− mice remained similar until 18.5 dpc. At parturition, the mammary gland from multiparous wild-type mice was filled with distended lobuloalveoli, indicating that lactation was successfully engaged. In contrast, PIKE−/− mice alveoli were small and condensed. The lumina were either closed or had accumulated residual luminal secretory lipids (Figure 4B and C). Quantitative analysis of the number of alveoli in various gestation stages revealed no significant difference between PIKE−/− and wild-type dams (Figure 4E); however, the size of the alveolar lumina in PIKE−/− mice during lactation was reduced to 29.2% of the wild-type control (Figure 4D). These results suggest that secretory epithelium in PIKE−/− mammary tissue fails to undergo proliferation at parturition. In addition to the defect in lobuloalveolar development, expression of the STAT5-induced milk proteins β-casein and WAP were also decreased in PIKE−/− mothers at parturition, but not in late gestation (Figure 4F, first and second panels). Similarly, phosphorylation of STAT5 was only diminished in lactation, but not in gestation (Figure 4F, third panel; Supplementary Figure 2A and B). Although Akt phosphorylation was reduced in both late gestation and early lactation, phosphorylation of ERK was not changed (Figure 4F, fourth and fifth panels). The expression of cyclin D1 was also decreased in 1 day post-partum, but not 18.5 dpc (Figure 4F, sixth panel). In contrast to the milk protein production, lipid droplets were present in PIKE−/− mammary alveoli in late gestation and during lactation (Supplementary Figure 2), suggesting that gestational lipid metabolism was not abrogated.

PIKE depletion leads to impaired mammary epithelial cell proliferation and apoptosis

To further explore the effect of PIKE ablation on epithelial proliferation from lactating mice, we conducted Ki67 staining. Compared with wild-type control, substantially less Ki67 positive staining was found in PIKE−/− mammary glands during lactation (Figure 5A). In contrast, no significant difference in cell proliferation, as revealed by positive Ki67 staining, was found between wild-type and PIKE−/− mice during pregnancy (Figure 5B). Similar results were obtained when the lactating mammary tissues were stained with proliferating cell nuclear antigen(Supplementary Figure 3). To further explore the effect of PIKE ablation on epithelial proliferation from lactating mice, we conducted Ki67 staining. Compared with wild-type control, substantially less Ki67 positive staining was found in PIKE−/− mammary glands during lactation (Figure 5A). In contrast, no significant difference in cell proliferation, as revealed by positive Ki67 staining, was found between wild-type and PIKE−/− mice during pregnancy (Figure 5B). Similar results were obtained when the lactating mammary tissues were stained with proliferating cell nuclear antigen(Supplementary Figure 3). As PIKE has an essential function in promoting cell survival (Rong et al., 2003; Ahn et al., 2004a, b; Tang et al., 2008), it is possible that ablation of PIKE-A might also trigger apoptosis in mammary epithelial cells, leading to impaired development. To test this possibility, we performed TUNEL assays on mammary gland tissue. No apoptotic epithelial cells were detected in ductal and alveolar tissues of wild-type mice during pregnancy. In contrast, apoptosis was readily detectable among epithelial cells from PIKE−/− females at 13.5 dpc, 18.5 dpc and postpartum. The pronounced apoptosis occurred primarily in epithelial cells of the alveolar buds (Figure 5C). PI3K/Akt signalling has a critical function in suppressing apoptosis in most cell types and tissues, and inactivation of Akt significantly enhances apoptosis. PIKE is essential for the activation of PI3K and Akt in response to...
various stimuli (Ye et al., 2000; Rong et al., 2003; Ahn et al., 2004b). Thus, in the absence of PIKE, Akt may fail to activate in the mammary gland. To examine Akt activation status in alveolar epithelial cells, we conducted immunohistochemistry with anti-phospho-Akt S473 antibody. Akt phosphorylation was substantially increased in wild-type mice during the postpartum period, as reported (Fata et al., 2000). In contrast, no Akt activation was detectable in the epithelial cells of PIKE−/− mice (Figure 5D). Therefore, loss of PIKE-A results in defective Akt activation in alveolar epithelial cells. We further studied the molecular mechanism of the apoptosis found in PIKE−/− mammary tissues by examining the expression of various apoptotic signalling components. In agreement with the results from the TUNEL assay, apoptotic signals including enhanced caspase 3 and PARP cleavage (Figure 5E, first and second panels) and STAT3 phosphorylation (Figure 5E, fifth panel) were detected in PIKE−/− mammary tissue in both 18.5 dpc and 1 day postpartum. The expression of the pro-apoptotic factor Bcl-2 was also reduced (Figure 5E, third panel). However, the levels of another anti-apoptotic protein, Bcl-XL, were increased (Figure 5E, fourth panel), perhaps as a compensatory response to the increasing cell death in PIKE−/− tissue. Together, these results indicate that PIKE-A-mediated Akt activation is important for epithelial cell proliferation and survival in mammary gland.

To confirm that the impaired mammary gland development during lactation resulted, at least in part, from increased apoptosis in PIKE-null tissue, we attempted to rescue the defective phenotype by overexpressing the anti-apoptotic factor Bcl-2 in vivo. Adenovirus overexpressing Bcl-2 (Ad-Bcl2) was delivered to gestating (12.5 dpc) PIKE−/− mammary gland through intraductal injection (Russell et al., 2003). As shown in Figure 5F, the cleavage of caspase 3 and PARR was significantly diminished in Ad-Bcl2-injected mammary gland (second and third panels). Further, differentiation of mammary epithelial cells, as revealed by increased WAP and β-casein expressions (Figure 5F, fifth and sixth panels), was enhanced when Bcl-2 was overexpressed. These results strongly support the conclusion that enhanced apoptosis is responsible for the defective mammary gland development in PIKE−/− mice.
STAT5 activation is diminished in PIKE−/− mammary gland

As impaired mammary gland development in lactating PIKE−/− mice occurred only postpartum (Figure 4A), we hypothesized that defective STAT5 activation might be confined to lactation, but not gestation, in PIKE−/− mammary tissue. To test this notion, we monitored JAK2 and STAT5 phosphorylation in mammary gland tissue from virgin, pregnant and lactating mice. Immunoblotting analysis revealed that PRLR tyrosine phosphorylation was strong at 18.5 days of pregnancy and sustained during the postpartum period in both wild-type and PIKE−/− mice. Expression of PRLR increased in both genotypes during gestation, but a reduction of receptor expression was observed at 7.5 dpc. This finding is consistent with earlier report that mRNA of PRLR decreases during middle pregnancy (Hovey et al, 2001) (Figure 6A, first and second panels). The specificity of the anti-PRLR antibody was confirmed as no signal was detected in immunoprecipitation using mammary gland from PRLR−/− mice (Supplementary Figure 4). In alignment with these observations, STAT5 phosphorylation was negligible in virgins and at 7.5 days of pregnancy, but demonstrable at 13.5 and 18.5 days of pregnancy. Significant phosphorylation of JAK2 could be detected at 13.5 dpc. in both genotypes. At parturition, high JAK2 activation was detectable in both wild-type and PIKE−/− mice; however, in some virgin (PIKE−/−) or 7.5 dpc (PIKE+/−) mammary samples, faint but detectable JAK2 phosphorylation was observed, possibly because of the in-

Figure 5 Defective proliferation and enhanced apoptosis in lactating mammary epithelial cells from PIKE−/− mice. (A) Ki67 staining of lactating mammary glands (1 day postpartum, fourth inguinal) from wild-type and PIKE−/− mice. Representative results of three individual animals from each genotype are shown. Scale bar represents 50 μm. (B) Quantitative measurement of cells showing positive Ki67 staining from different gestation stage (n = 3, ***P < 0.001, Student’s t-test). (C) Apoptosis occurs in PIKE−/− mammary gland. Paraffin-embedded fourth inguinal mammary glands from wild-type or PIKE−/− mice at virgin, mid-pregnancy (13.5 dpc), late pregnancy (18.5 dpc) and lactation (1 day postpartum) were examined by TUNEL (green) and the total nuclei were stained with DAPI (blue). Apoptotic nuclei (as indicated by arrows) were found in PIKE−/− mammary gland, but not in the wild-type control. Representative results of three individual animals from each genotype at specific time point are shown. (D) Akt phosphorylation in lactating mammary epithelial cells (fourth inguinal, 1 day postpartum) was determined by immunohistochemical staining using phosphor-Ser473 antibody. Diminished Akt phosphorylation was found in PIKE−/− mice. Representative results of three individual animals from each genotype are shown. Scale bar represents 50 μm. (E) Apoptotic signalling in PIKE−/− mammary gland. Expression of various apoptotic signalling components was examined in late gestation (18.5 dpc) and lactating mammary gland (1 day postpartum) collected from PIKE−/− and wild-type mice. Expression of β-tubulin was also performed to show equal loading. Shown are representative blots from three individual animals from each genotype. (F) Overexpression of Bcl-2 in PIKE−/− mammary gland. PIKE−/− mice in mid-gestation (12.5 dpc) were administrated with control adenovirus (Ad-control) or adenovirus carrying Bcl-2 (Ad-Bcl-2) through intaductal injection. Mammary glands were collected at lactation (1 day postpartum) and proteins were extracted for western blot analysis as indicated.
individual variation among different mice. The total expression level of JAK2 was comparable in all mice (Figure 6A, fourth panel). Although STAT5 activation was substantially increased in wild-type mice during lactation, it was severely reduced in PIKE−/− mice (Figure 6A, fifth panel). The total STAT5 protein levels remained constant in mice regardless of genotype (Figure 6A, sixth panel). These findings are consistent with earlier reports that phosphorylation of JAK2 and STAT5 is very low in the mammary gland of virgins and during early pregnancy, but rises sharply around mid-pregnancy and persists throughout lactation and involution (Liu et al., 1996, 1997). Interestingly, mammary PIKE-A expression was significantly increased during lactation, but not during gestation (Figure 6A, seventh panel), which further supports the critical function of PIKE-A in mammary gland development during lactation.

Defective STAT5 activation was further supported by immunohistochemical analysis. Robust STAT5 phosphorylation accumulated in the nuclei of lactating mammary epithelial cells from wild type, but not PIKE−/− mice (Figure 6B, upper panel). Although total STAT5 staining revealed that most STAT5 proteins resided in the nucleus of wild-type mammary, STAT5 was mostly localized to the cytoplasm of the epithelial cells in lactating PIKE−/− mice, consistent with the notion that phosphorylation is essential for STAT5 nuclear translocation (Figure 6B, lower panel). Nuclear cyclin D1 expression was also substantially reduced in PIKE−/− mammary epithelial cells at 1 day postpartum (Figure 6C). This observation concurred with the reduced cyclin D1 protein levels as assessed by western blot in lactating mammary tissue from PIKE−/− females compared with wild-type control (Figure 4F, sixth panel). The expression pattern of cyclin D1 tightly correlated with STAT5 activation status, confirming that STAT5 activation is required for cyclin D1 expression. These results suggest that reduced cyclin D1 expression might underlie the proliferation defect in PIKE−/− mammary epithelium.

Our studies in HC11 cells also showed the formation of PIKE-A/STAT5/PRLR complex during PRL stimulation (Figure 2A). To assess whether this complex exists in vivo, we performed coimmunoprecipitation assays in mammary gland tissues collected from lactating mice, when the circulating PRL concentration is high (Supplementary Figure 5). STAT5 strongly and selectively associated with PIKE-A in wild type, but not PIKE−/− mice (Figure 6C, first panel), verifying our in vitro binding results. Interestingly, the association of STAT5 with PRLR was also diminished in PIKE−/− mammary tissues (Figure 6C, second panel), further indicating that PIKE-A is important for the interaction between STAT5 and PRLR.

Defective mammary epithelial development in PIKE−/− mice is cell autonomous and could be restored by a cyclin D1 transgene

To determine whether the impaired development of PIKE−/− mammary epithelial cells is mammary cell autonomous, we performed transplantation experiments as described earlier (Mori et al., 2000; Roarty et al., 2009). A primary mammary gland network could be regenerated in wild-type recipient mice injected with PIKE−/− mammary epithelia, indicating that PIKE-A is dispensable for pubertal mammary gland development. Although successful lobuloalveolar development was detected in PIKE−/− mice (1 day postpartum) receiving wild-type mammary epithelial cells (Figure 7A, left panel), PIKE−/− epithelial cells failed to produce lobuloalveolar structure in wild-type recipient (Figure 7A, right panel), showing that PIKE−/− mammary epithelial cells cannot respond to the normal developmental cues of late pregnancy, whereas PIKE−/− hosts can competently provide these cues.

Our data suggest that the defect in PIKE−/− mammary glands during lactation was caused by the failure of PRL-induced STAT5a phosphorylation, which results in impaired transcription of cyclin D1 and a reduction in cell proliferation. If this is true, the functional defect of PIKE−/− mammary tissue should be rescued by overexpressing cyclin D1. To test whether overexpression of cyclin D1 could restore cell proliferation during lactation, we crossed PIKE−/− mice with the MMTV-cyclin D1 transgenic line, which overexpresses cyclin D1 in mammary tissue (Wang et al., 1994) to produce PIKE−/−-MMTV-cyclin D1 mice (Figure 7B and C). After delivery, PIKE−/−-MMTV-cyclin D1 dams exhibited functional rescue of lactation, as shown by the presence of milk in the stomach of newborns (data not shown) and the weight gain of the pups, which was indistinguishable from those suckled by the control PIKE+/−-MMTV-cyclin D1 dams (Supplementary Figure 6A). Whole-mount and histological analysis of mammary gland at 1 day postpartum revealed normal lobuloalveolar development and proliferation in PIKE−/−-MMTV-cyclin D1 dams (Figure 7D; Supplementary Figure 6B–D). Apoptotic signals including Bcl-2 and Bcl-xL expressions (Figure 7E, sixth and seventh panels), PPAR cleavage (Figure 7E, eighth panel) and caspase 3 activation (data not shown) were relieved in lactating PIKE−/−-MMTV-cyclin D1 mammary gland, indicating that apoptosis was not initiated. This result was further confirmed by the lack of TUNEL positive cells in PIKE−/− mammary gland with cyclin D1 overexpression (Supplementary Figure 6). Mammary STAT5 and Akt phosphorylations were not fully restored in PIKE−/−-MMTV-cyclin D1 mice (Figure 7E, third and fourth panels), and there was a slight reduction of β-casein and WAP expressions (Figure 7E, first and second panels; Supplementary Figure 6E). Together, these data show that overexpression of cyclin D1 in PIKE-null mammary gland can rescue lactation, via full rescue of epithelial proliferation and near complete restoration of cell signalling and milk protein production.

Discussion

In this study, we show that PIKE-A is a novel component in the PRLR/STAT5 signalling. PIKE-A directly associates with both STAT5a and PRLR, which is affected by PRL stimulation. PIKE-A might thus serve as an adapter mediating the interaction between STAT5 and PRLR. During PRL stimulation, PIKE-A couples STAT5a to the PRLR. This receptor-associated PIKE-A/STAT5 complex is disrupted by Jak2 phosphorylation on STAT5, leading to STAT5 nuclear translocation (Figure 7F). This model is strongly supported by the defective mammary gland development during lactation in PIKE−/− mice, when PRL/STAT5 signalling executes its predominant function in promoting mammary gland proliferation and differentiation. Depletion of PIKE-A in mammary epithelial, therefore, impairs the interaction between STAT5a and PRLR (Figure 6D), and abolishes the PRL-induced gene transcriptions such as cyclin D1, β-casein and WAP (Figure 4F). It is noteworthy that the interaction between
PIKE-A and PRLR is transient, which dissociates after 2 h PRL stimulation. The mechanism leading to PIKE-A/PRLR dissociation is currently unknown, but we have shown that phosphorylation of PRLR is essential for PRLR/PIKE-A association (Figure 2B and C). Presumably, dephosphorylation of PRLR by phosphatase or interaction with inhibitory proteins such as suppressor of cytokine signalling (Sutherland et al., 2007) might serve as the disassembly signal for PRLR/PIKE association.

Our results show that PIKE-A is essential for epithelial cell proliferation in mammary gland during lobuloalveolar development. This notion is supported by the fact that PIKE-A
expression is not changed during gestation, but increased drastically on lactation, which correlates well with the temporal pattern of STAT5 phosphorylation (Figure 6A). As such, the virgin, early and late-pregnant mammary gland differentiations of mature PIKE-/- females were similar to their wild-type counterparts. During lactation, however, when high JAK2/STAT5 activation is required for milk protein production and alveolar epithelial cell proliferation, PIKE-A ablation disrupts STAT5 activation resulting in lobuloalveolar and lactogenic defects. It is tempting to speculate that PIKE-A may be involved in the mechanisms that suppress lactation during gestation.

Figure 6 STAT5 phosphorylation is diminished in PIKE-/- mammary gland. (A) Wild-type (+/+) and PIKE (-/-) mammary gland (fourth inguinal) at different times of pregnancy (14-week-old virgin, 7.5 days, 13.5 days, 18.5 post-coitus and 1 day postpartum) were collected and homogenized. The phosphorylation of JAK2 (third panel) and STAT5 (fifth panel) were determined using specific antibodies as indicated. Phosphorylation of PRLR was determined by immunoprecipitation followed by phospho-tyrosine determination (first panel). The expression of PRLR (second panel), JAK2 (fourth panel), total STAT5 (sixth panel) and PIKE-A (seventh panel) were also examined. Tubulin expression of each sample was determined to show equal loading (eighth panel). (B) Phosphorylation of STAT5 was impaired in lactating PIKE-/- mammary gland epithelial cells. Phosphorylation of STAT5 was determined by immunohistochemical analysis in mammary gland (fourth inguinal) collected at mid-gestation (13.5 dpc), late gestation (18.5 dpc) and lactation day 1 (upper panel). Total STAT5 levels were also determined (lower panel). Representative results from three individual mice of each genotype were shown. Scale bar represents 50 µm. (C) Expression of cyclin D1 was impaired in PIKE-/- mammary gland epithelial cells. Cyclin D1 expression was determined by immunohistochemical analysis in lactating mammary gland (1 day postpartum). Positive cells showing nuclear cyclin D1 staining are indicated by arrows. Representative results from three individual mice of each genotype were shown. Scale bar represents 50 µm. (D) Association of endogenous STAT5 and PIKE-A in fourth inguinal mammary gland (1 day postpartum). Endogenous STAT5 was immunoprecipitated using specific antibody against total STAT5 and the bound PIKE-A was detected using anti-PIKE-A antibody. Association of STAT5 and PIKE-A was detected in wild type, but not PIKE-/- mammary gland (first panel). PRLR bound to STAT5 in wild type, but not PIKE-/- mice (third panel). PRLR in the cell lysates was immunoprecipitated using anti-PRLR antibody and the associated STAT5 was detected using anti-STAT5 antibody (second panel). The presence of STAT5 (third panel), PRLR (fourth panel) and PIKE-A (fifth panel) in the cell lysates was verified.

Figure 7 Rescue of PIKE-/- mammary gland defect by a cyclin D1 transgene. (A) Cell autonomous defect in PIKE-/- mammary gland. Whole-mount analysis of transplanted mammary glands were stained with carmine alun on lactation day 1. Directions of transplantation are indicated. (B) PCR screening of mice from heterozygous mating of PIKE +/- MMTV-cyclinD1 +/- mice. (C) Characterization of mammary gland from PIKE-/- MMTV-cyclin D1 mice. Proteins were extracted from latching mammary gland (1 day postpartum) and used for western blot analysis as indicated. (F) Proposed function of PIKE-A in mammary PRL signalling cascade.
Knockdown of PIKE-A in cancer cells diminishes Akt activity and enhances apoptosis (Ahn et al., 2004b). Here, we show that ablation of PIKE-A in mammary epithelial HC11 cells inhibits cell proliferation in vitro (Figure 3C). In addition to reduced STAT5 activation, we also show that ablation of PIKE-A in mammary gland in vivo provokes spontaneous apoptosis in epithelial cells in pregnant and lactating PIKE−/− females (Figure 5), further confirming that PIKE-A is indispensable for promoting cell survival in different cell types. Moreover, we found that Akt activation was prominently diminished in PIKE−/− mammary gland (Figures 4F and 5D), indicating that PIKE-A stimulates cells survival by inhibiting apoptosis through upregulating Akt. On the other hand, PRL/JAK2/STAT5 also mediates the transcription anti-apoptotic genes such as Bcl-2 (Dumon et al., 1999). Diminished expression of Bcl-2 in PIKE−/− mammary gland (Figure 5E) might further contribute to the higher apoptotic activity in PIKE-A-deficient epithelial cells.

Interestingly, PIKE−/− mice displayed a noticeable defect in mammary epithelial cell proliferation, which is reminiscent of observations in several lines of mice carrying mutations in different genes, including ERBB4, STAT5a and cyclin D1. These mice exhibit substantially reduced lobuloalveolar outgrowth and severely underdeveloped alveolar buds with small and condensed lumen. They display impaired STAT5/cyclin D1 signalling, which was also observed in our PIKE−/− mice. Loss of ERBB4 or STAT5a expression results in the accumulation of histologically identical lobuloalveolar defects during pregnancy, and a failure of lactation. It is interesting to note that PRLR signalling remains intact in mammary glands of ERBB4 Flox/FloxWap-Cre mice (Long et al., 2003), but PRL-mediated STAT5 signalling was disrupted in PIKE−/− epithelia, which was further supported by the results from in vitro PIKE-A knockdown in HC11 cells. Impairment of STAT5 activation begins at mid-pregnancy (13.5 dpc) in ERBB4−/− mammary and remains inactivated until postpartum (Long et al., 2003; Tidcombe et al., 2003), but mammary STAT5 phosphorylation is diminished only after delivery in PIKE−/− dams (Figure 6A). Furthermore, intracellular domain of ERBB4 (4ICD) functions as the nuclear chaperone of STAT5 by enhancing its nuclear translocation (Williams et al., 2004), but PIKE-A serves as the adaptor that anchors STAT5a to the PRLR in the cytoplasm (Figure 7).

These data propose the mechanistic and temporal discrepancies between PIKE and ERBB4 in mammary gland development. Nevertheless, the phenotypic outcomes of PIKE−/− and ERBB4−/− in mammary tissue highlight the functional significance of STAT5, which serves as a converging point between PRLR and ERBB4 pathways during mammogenesis. As such, independent signals from different stimuli are coupled at STAT5 activation, leading to the functional differentiation of mammary gland.

PIKE−/− mice exhibited markedly reduced cyclin D1 expression and epithelial cell proliferation (Figures 3, 4 and 6). Cyclin D1 is transcriptionally regulated by STAT5; however, its nuclear localization and cytoplasmic degradation are controlled by Akt/GSK-3 signalling (Diehl et al., 1998). Ablation of PIKE-A not only cripples STAT5 activation but also inhibits Akt activation, which might further reduce cyclin D1 expression in the mammary gland. Consequently, the defective lobuloalveolar development in PIKE−/− females resembles the impaired mammary gland development in cyclin D1−/− mice. Most importantly, restoration of mammary cyclin D1 to its normal level in PIKE−/− mice fully rescued the mammary gland development (Figure 7B) and milk production after delivery. The normal lactation activity in PIKE−/− MMTV-cyclin D1 dams, therefore, strongly support that impaired PIKE-A/STAT5/cyclin D1 signalling is the major cause of the defective lactogenesis observed in the PIKE−/− mice.

In summary, our results indicate that PIKE-A is a new member of the PRL signalling cascade, and PIKE-A serves as an adaptor protein coupling STAT5a to PRLR during lactation. PIKE-A/STAT5a association is essential for PRL to provoke STAT5a tyrosine phosphorylation and activation, and this interaction is indispensable for lobuloalveolar development of mammary gland.

Materials and methods

Generation of knockout animals and genotyping

Heterozygous PIKE knockout C57BL/6 mice with a targeted deletion of exon 3 to 6 of CENTG1 were generated by Ozgene (Australia). Mice were then bred to homozygosity. Genotyping of offspring was performed by PCR using genomic DNA from tail biopsies. Tail samples were digested overnight in nuclear lysis solution containing 0.4 × SSC, 10 mM Tris pH 7.5, 1 mM EDTA, 1% SDS and 0.5 mg/ml proteinase K. Genomic DNA was then purified by ethanol precipitation. PCR was performed using a combination of primer D (5′-ACAGGATGCCTGCATCATC-3′) and H (5′-CTC CACGCTACAGGATGAG-3′), and primer A (5′-TCAGTTGACTGGAAP AA GCCTGCT-3′) and C (5′-CCAGGCCATCTAGCTCGAG-3′).

Genotyping of MMTV-cyclin D1 transgene (Wang et al., 1994) was performed by PCR using forward (5′-GAACAAACAGATCATCCGC AAA-3′) and reverse (5′-TCTAGTCGTCTCCGAGCAGGCC-3′) primers.

Cell culture and transfection

Mouse mammary epithelial HC11 cells were cultured as reported earlier (Neilson et al., 2007). HEK293 cells were maintained in DMEM containing 10% FBS and 1% Penicillin-Streptomycin (Invitrogen, USA). Transfections on HEK293 and HC11 cells were performed using Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen, USA) as instructed.

Histology, whole-mount analysis and immunohistochemistry staining

Mammary tissues were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde overnight followed by paraffin embedding. Sections of 8–10μm were cut, rehydrated in graded ethanol and stained with H&E by standard protocol. Whole-mount analysis of intact mammary gland was performed as reported earlier (Seagroves et al., 1998). For immunohistochemical staining, mammary gland sections were deparaffinized in xylene and rehydrated in graded alcohols. Endogenous peroxidase activity was blocked by 3% hydrogen peroxide for 5 min and all slides were boiled in 10 mM sodium citrate buffer (pH 6.0) for 10 min. Phosphorylated Akt, JAK2 and Stat5 were detected using specific antibodies from Cell Signaling (USA) and Zymed Histo-SP AEC kit (Invitrogen, USA). Slides were then counterstained with haematoxylin.

TUNEL assay

Mammary gland apoptosis was detected using an in situ cell death detection kit (Roche Diagnostics, USA).

Luciferase assay

HC11 cells transfected with the PRE3-Luc plasmid consists of three copies of the consensus sequence for the Stat5-binding site (TTCTTGGAA) from the cyclin D1 promoter (PRL response element, PRE), upstream of a luciferase reporter (Brockman et al., 2002). Luciferase activity of cell lysates was determined using Dual Luciferase Assay Kit (Promega, USA).
**Immunoprecipitation and western blotting**

Tissue extracts were prepared by homogenizing the tissues in buffer containing 50 mM Tris, pH 7.4, 40 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 0.5% Triton X-100, 1.5 mM Na3VO4, 50 mM NaF, 10 mM Na2PO4, and 10 mM sodium β-glycerol phosphate and protease inhibitor cocktail. Cell debris was removed by centrifugation, and the supernatants were collected and used for further analysis. Immunoprecipitation using specific antibodies as indicated was performed as reported (Ye et al., 2000). Antibodies used in the western blot analysis were obtained from Santa Cruz Biotechnology, USA (Akt, JAK-casein, WAP, cyclin D1, Bcl-2, Bcl-XL, and β-tubulin), Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., USA (PRLR) and Cell Signaling Technology, USA (phosphor-Ser473 of Akt, phosphor-JAK2, phospho-STATS, STAT5, phospho-ERK, active caspase 3 and PARP).

**Intraductal adenovirus injection**

Adenovirus overexpressing mouse Bcl-2 gene (1 × 10^9 pfu in PBS) (Vector Biolabs, USA) was injected into the teat canal of pregnant (12.5 dpc) mice as described earlier (Russell et al., 2003). The mammary glands were collected at 1 day postpartum and proteins were extracted for western blot analysis as indicated.

**Mammary gland transplantation**

Transplantations were carried out as described (Roarty et al., 2009). Briefly, mammary glands were obtained from 8-week-old wild-type or PIKE−/− mice and subjected to collagenase digestion to isolate the mammary epithelial cells. Mammary organoids were then prepared by differential centrifugation, washed win PBS and resuspended in DMEM. A 50-μl volume of organoids was injected into the clear fat pad of the fourth mammary gland on 3-week-old wild-type or PIKE−/− mice. Successful delivery of organoid suspension was confirmed by visible engorgement of the fat pad on injection. Six weeks after transplantation, the mice were subjected to mating and the transplanted mammary glands were collected at 1 day postpartum.

**Statistical analysis**

The results were expressed as mean ± s.e.m. and were considered significant when P<0.05. Statistical analysis of the data was performed using either t-test or two-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s multiple comparison test or Bonferroni post-tests by the computer program GraphPad Prism (GraphPad Software, USA).

**Supplementary data**

Supplementary data are available at The EMBO Journal Online (http://www.embojournal.org).
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